Chapter 3311
As the first 500 men, one after another, landed near the south wing summit prism,
another group of 500 men, also leaping from the aircraft, began to drift down toward
the north wing summit prism.
Since paratroopers were affected by wind speed, wind direction, and personal control
ability, it was difficult for them to jump to the same area at the same time, so they could
only land near the target individually first, and then move together in all directions
toward the target area.
Generally speaking, paratroopers in the air to prevent parachutes from entangling with
each other, will maintain a safe distance from other comrades, so the landing deviation
of several hundred meters to near thousand meters is normal.
Especially for night parachuting, it is not strange to be off by even a few thousand
meters.
Therefore, the first 500 people after landing, the first thing to do is to quickly assemble
towards the target area.
However, what they didn’t expect was that during their parachute jump down and
movement assembly, they didn’t find any defending soldiers, nor any enemy hidden
fortifications.
Checking the whole peak through the night vision device, they did not find any traces of
the enemy except for their own men with special markings on their bodies.
Some soldiers carrying thermal imagers also immediately began to check the
surroundings, but still, nothing was found.
The reason why they couldn’t see any enemy was that Hamid’s soldiers were at the
moment hidden inside the bunker fortifications on the sloping sides of the mountain.
And the thermal imaging equipment used to observe the mountain top was also
transmitted to the fortifications through signal lines, so the whole mountain top prism
was in an undefended state at the moment.

When the commander reported this situation in real time to Walter, who was circling in
a large circle at high altitude, he was not too surprised.
Because, he knew that the enemy had bunkers on both the front and back slopes, it was
not strange to ignore the hilltop defense.
If it were himself, he would not waste his energy defending the hilltop when the front
and back slopes were solid, after all, under normal circumstances, one had to pass
through the front slope to break into the hilltop.
So, he immediately reminded his front-line commander that he must take advantage of
the enemy’s negligence in defending the hilltop to finish assembling as soon as
possible, and then the first echelon would strike the surprise attack.
And the second echelon would take the opportunity to encircle from the north side and
directly block the enemy in the pit to eliminate them.
Walter is followed by Joseph all the way to the present conquest, similar to the attack
battle he fought many times.
He deeply understands the truth, when fighting hidden fortifications, if your side is far
away from the fortifications, then the other side has the advantage, but if your side is
very close to the fortifications, then your side has the advantage.
When the war in the southwest, once the enemy was blocked in the cat’s ear hole,
almost only one way to die, our soldiers with a few grenades into them, can make their
cat’s ear hole become their grave.
Therefore, Walter has already made up his mind at this moment, tonight, will be the
total annihilation of Hamid’s troops!
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The first echelon of 500 paratroopers quickly assembled, thinking that they had been
very successful in their infiltration, not knowing that they had been completely exposed
to Hamid’s surveillance.

Moreover, what made Hamid excited was that there were a full six burst points that
could be covered near the area they were assembling.
And those burst points, buried are able to explode the rock of high explosives!
Twenty minutes later, the first echelon of soldiers assembled, and at the same time, the
second echelon of soldiers have also completed parachute drop, began to assemble.
When the second echelon was almost finished, the commander of the first echelon
ordered an attack!
They intended to directly attack the pit on the front slope, dismantling the enemy’s
defense while drawing out the enemy on the reverse slope, and also attracting the
enemy hidden in several other directions.
At that time, the second echelon would feel up from behind and directly dumpling the
opponent.
At the same time, as soon as the defense force on the front slope collapses, those
thousands of soldiers of the government army will immediately rush up, and at that
time, Hamid’s armed will have nowhere to escape.
The commander of the first echelon spoke over the intercom system of the Cataclysmic
Front, “Our troops are ready for battle, please ask the second echelon to confirm the
assembly situation.”
The voice of the second echelon commander came over the intercom system, “Our
troops have basically finished assembling, and we are confirming the pre-battle
equipment.”
The commander of the first echelon immediately spoke up, “Our department requests to
launch an attack, please ask Commander Walter for approval!”
Walter said with great enthusiasm, “Approved! Launch the attack immediately! Within
ten minutes, finish off all the soldiers on the oblique side! Avenge our dead brothers
and sisters!”

“Yes!” The commander of the first echelon immediately said in a dignified manner,
“Please rest assured, Commander, we will live up to the name of the Cataclysmic Front!
We will definitely take revenge for our dead brothers!”
“Good!” Walter laughed and said offhandedly, “Attack immediately!”
The commander of the first echelon immediately ordered to the soldiers around him,
“All of you! Start the attack!”
As soon as the words fell, Hamid inside the pit also gritted his teeth and shouted, “Area
B 03, 05, 06, 08, 09, 11 explosive points, start the explosion!”
The two engineers in charge of Area B immediately used the fastest speed on the
detonator to detonate the designated explosive points.
Just as the first echelon of 500 soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front was about to rush
towards the main sloping fortification, loud explosions suddenly rang out around them
one after another!
Three of these explosive points were at the feet of these five hundred people, and the
other three explosive points were distributed at the edge of their parameter, the
moment the explosion started, at least a hundred people were lifted high by the
explosion wave.
Strong explosion waves left these five hundred people with different degrees of injuries,
and even a number of people were directly killed by the blast shock.
And even more tragic is that the explosion wave set off a diffuse k!lling broken pieces of
simply like the martial arts novels of the storm pearly needles, all-round will cover these
five hundred people in it!
The explosion is extremely powerful, metal fragments in the explosion wave, each piece
has a powerful potential energy.
Although the five hundred soldiers were wearing bulletproof vests and helmets, their
limbs, faces, and necks were all exposed to this intensive fragmentation attack!

In just an instant, all 500 soldiers of the Cataclysmic Front, without exception, were hit
by a large number of metal shrapnel!
Some of the unlucky ones, directly cut off by the fragments of the trachea or arteries,
before they could be rescued, they had already lost their breath.
And those who were lucky, although not fatally wounded, but the face was hit by
shrapnel, blinded instantly.
And more, there were extensive injuries to the limbs.
Especially the hands and arms, almost blown to a bloody mess, even if they were well
trained before, now they could not even hold their guns.
Walter heard the sound of explosion in the wireless communication, as well as the
sound of his own soldiers’ ghostly cries of pain, the whole person’s scalp instantly
tingled, and asked offhandedly, “What’s going on? What happened?!”
The commander of the first echelon had already lost his eyesight, both eyes were
pierced by at least seven or eight metal fragments, covering his eyes at this time,
helplessly cried: “Commander! We …… we’ve been ambushed!!!”
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“Ambushed?”
Hearing this, Walter’s heart thumped and he asked offhandedly, “What is going on?
What kind of ambush is this!”
The commander replied with a sobbing voice: “It’s an explosion! A very powerful
explosion! They should have planted a lot of explosives, the explosion set off a large
number of anti-personnel fragments, my eyes are blind, legs, hands are wounded, but
now can no longer identify the actual weight of the wound!”
“How could this happen!” Walter said offhandedly, “Quickly let the people around you
help you!”

At that moment, another person’s voice came over the communicator, crying,
“Commander Walter, Captain Javier’s limbs have been hit by at least dozens of
fragments, there’s nothing we can do!”
Walter roared, “You should at least find a way to get your commander’s vision back,
otherwise how will he command you to break out of the siege?”
The man broke down emotionally and cried out, “Captain Javier’s left eyeball is pierced
by a broken piece and has been bleeding heavily, and his right eye is hit by the flying
stones from the explosive and collapse because of the night vision device.
“The night vision device is smashed directly into the eye socket, the eye has been
completely squeezed out …… I …… I can’t do anything about it ……”
Walter heard the other party’s description, his heart throbbing incomparably in pain.
The two echelons that jumped tonight are the strongest soldiers and commanders
under his command.
Hearing the news that his own men have been blown blind and covered in wounds at
this moment, Walter wanted to jump down and rescue them himself.
The background of the communicator was full of the soldiers’ wailing and crying, which
made Walter’s grief unbearable.
At this point, the commander of the first echelon on the other end of the phone cried,
“The enemy has long laid a trap, just was waiting for us to step in, in the explosion just
now, we suffered heavy casualties commander!”
Walter’s veins flared up and he roared through clenched teeth, “Hold on a little longer,
I’ll send the second echelon over to support you!”
The commander blurted out, “No! Don’t let them come!!!”
The commander said urgently, “Commander, you quickly let the second echelon
withdraw! The other side has already prepared for this, and I’m afraid they have already
laid a net.

Walter never dreamed that the commander of the first echelon would be so pessimistic.
He muttered in his heart, “Could it be, could it be that they really have no chance of
surviving? Could …… this Hamid really has such a strong ability and insight into all his
tactical planning in advance?”
Incredibly puzzled Walter does not know, just in the south wing of the first echelon just
encountered ambush after ten seconds, the northern flank of the hill, eight explosive
points are also ready at the same time!
The north wing of the five hundred people, is too unlucky.
The entire north wing peak is relatively steep, but the only relatively flat area, no matter
who is allowed to command, will definitely choose this area to assemble.
This is like the blazing sun only such a tree, people must subconsciously go to the tree
to cool off the same.
It is precisely for this reason that Hamid’s men have densely arranged eight burst points
here.
The second echelon of men was assembling when they heard the explosions from the
south and thought it was their troops on the south flank who had started the assault.
They were about to finish assembling and immediately rush over to outflank them when
they didn’t expect Hamid’s men to detonate all eight burst points around them right
then and there!
The deafening explosion made the whole valley tremble.
Such a dense and flying fragmentation, killing coverage is extremely wide, dense crosscoverage, even it is difficult to avoid for a housefly, let alone these towers of flesh and
blood!
So, after the explosion of these eight explosive points, the second echelon was directly
annihilated, more than half!
The rest, almost all seriously wounded, instantly lost combat power.

Immediately after, the second echelon commander shouted in horror: “Commander, we
…… we are ambushed …… explosion is very powerful, we … …we almost lost everything!
The brothers who are still alive are all seriously wounded, there is blood and broken
limbs everywhere ……”
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Hearing these words, Walter’s entire body instantly froze.
He had never dreamed that the northern flank was also in the enemy’s anticipation.
In this way, the one thousand elites he sent were all assassinated by the other side!
He had clearly gone to attack the other side, and sent out all the elites who were most
suitable for the beheading mission, why are they killed and injured as soon as they
landed? How in the world did the enemy plan and set all this up in advance?
Just when Walter was in extreme self-doubt, Hamid’s soldiers attacked in full force!
Hamid long ago according to his brother’s instructions, had divided the entire base into
five areas.
And each area, in turn, was divided into dozens of detailed coordinate bearings based
on the location of the bursting point.
Therefore, the soldiers in each bunker according to the marked map, knowing which
burst point explosion, immediately after a clear understanding of the enemy’s current
location.
Immediately afterward, Hamid dispatched eight hundred soldiers from the forward slant
and the reverse slant to surround the first echelon.
At the same time, the artillery in the south flank backslope pit, immediately launched
twenty small mortars, from the south flank pit hole aimed at the location of the north
flank explosion point, ready to launch another round of shelling on the second echelon
of the north flank.

The mortar’s structure is simple, to put it bluntly, it is just a tripod fixed slender barrel,
this kind of gun has a short-range, small power, compared with the traction artillery, it is
simply a small witch.
However, this weapon also has its advantages.
The biggest advantage is the mobility and portability, come and go, hit and run.
Firing is also very simple, just adjust the angle, put the shell through the muzzle, and it
will instantly strike.
During the Anti-Japanese War, Japanese Army Lieutenant General Abe Gishu, known as
the flower of the famous general, was taken away by a young artilleryman of the 8th
Route Army with a single shot from a mortar.
It is because of these advantages that this mortar has not been eliminated from the
army for decades.
These artillerymen of Hamid knew the location of each burst point on the north flank by
heart, so they adjusted very quickly before the shelling.
After a minute or two, these twenty mortars began a round of uninterrupted
bombardment round after round!
And the shells landed with great accuracy, exploding almost right in the middle of the
second echelon’s rally point.
The five hundred soldiers of the second echelon of the Cataclysmic Front, who had been
bombed very badly already, now had no time to make any adjustments at all when the
dense mortar shells, like hailstones, landed all around them.
Now, the hill on the north flank simply became a hell on earth.
After a few rounds of shelling, the battle death rate of the soldiers of the North Wing
had exceeded 90%.
Those who were left are all dying by now.

“Tommy! Tommy! Answer quickly when you hear it!” Walter was about to collapse, and
he shouted the name of the second echelon commander within the communication
system.
However, on the other end of the intercom, there was nothing but the sound of heavy
artillery, but no one could respond to him.
The second echelon commander, Tommy Johnson, had already been killed by mortar
shells during the first round of shelling.
Walter listened to the sound of mortar shells exploding inside the communicator and
could not stop the tears from flowing down his face.
He knew that the second echelon was powerless, so he immediately said to the
commander of the first echelon: “Javier! Don’t give up! I’ll have the 5,000 government
soldiers launch a charge to get you back, no matter what!”
The commander of the first echelon, Javier Kenta, laughed miserably and said,
“Commander, don’t bother …… the enemy has already rushed up …… goodbye ……
commander ……”
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As soon as Javier’s words fell, the sound of fierce gunfire rang out around him.
At this moment, although there are still a small half of the people alive, but almost all
are lingering, still able to hold a gun, but this strength is not even one-tenth.
Moreover, even if they can still hold a gun, their bodies also suffered considerable
damage in the explosion, which at this time reduce their large-scale combat power?
What’s more, Hamid’s soldiers were not highly trained, but they fought with great
enthusiasm.
They knew they were poorly trained and weak, however, they also knew that the other
side was now a wounded tiger, so they did not even directly rush up to fight and k!ll, but
engaged in all kinds of fire suppression from a long-distance away.

In addition to intensive bullets, many soldiers with stronger arms began to throw
grenades frantically at the location of the first echelon, not giving the other side a
chance to wrangle at close range.
This method of consuming the opponent to death was extremely practical, not only
further hitting the enemy hard, but also little loss on their side.
At this time, several grenades exploded next to Javier, causing him, who was already on
the verge of death, to completely lose his breath.
Listening to the gunfire and explosions over there, Walter almost collapsed.
He immediately switched channels and shouted to the government commander, “My
soldiers have been ambushed, make your soldiers launch an attack! Hurry!”
When the other side heard this, they blurted out, “If your men haven’t destroyed the
other side’s fortifications, we won’t rush up and get k!lled!”
Walter’s eyes were red and he roared, “If you don’t help me, I’ll shoot you later!”
The other side said disdainfully, “If you have this ability, why don’t you go and save your
men yourself? Want me to use my men’s lives to help you save them, it’s just a
daydream!”
“You ……” Walter almost spit out a mouthful of blood and cursed through clenched
teeth, “You’re fcuking impatient to live! I’ll protest to your superiors now! Just wait to be
court-martialed!”
“Sick.” The other party didn’t bother to pay attention to him and directly hung up the
phone.
Although Walter was furious to the extreme, he knew very well in his heart that it was
too late to do anything by himself now.
There was no way he could do anything more to bring back the living brothers.
Even, it is likely that none of those 1,000 brothers are alive anymore.

At this moment, the shouting and explosion sounds coming from the communicator
had become closer and closer.
Walter knew that Hamid’s soldiers had already rushed up and started the final closing.
This also proved that his own soldiers had been k!lled and wounded, and most likely
had been completely wiped out.
Subsequently, the sound of gunfire was getting closer and thinner, and when he could
clearly hear the sound of footsteps, the gunfire had completely stopped.
At this moment, Walter has clearly realized that the 1,000 elites have all perished in
battle, no one was spared!
……
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Hamid was once again victorious.
Miraculously, this time there was not a single casualty among his soldiers.
Even though these paratroopers were all the elites of the Cataclysmic Front, even
though they all had very complete weapons and equipment, under his brother’s tactical
arrangement, this group of people had no chance to play to their strengths.
In front of the extremely powerful explosion, even a torrent of steel could not withstand,
let alone these men with flesh and blood.
Hamid, who learned of the total annihilation of the enemy, was thrilled to the core.
He personally went to the area where the first echelon of the Cataclysmic Front died in
battle and watched his soldiers clean up the battlefield under the light of the strong
flashlight, and his heart was overwhelmed with excitement.

Today, he had fought two all-conquering battles one after another, the most glorious
moment of his life.
Just as he was exhilarated, his adjutant came over with the same excitement and
reported, “Report, Commander! We have harvested a lot of weapons and equipment, as
well as hundreds of bullet-proof vests and helmets! All good stuff!”
“Although all this equipment has suffered some damage to varying degrees, they are
definitely still usable. I estimate that the situation on the northern flank is similar, and we
will be able to sort out at least 600, 700, or even 700 or 800 sets of bulletproof
equipment by then.”
“This will definitely further enhance our overall advantage if we allocate them to our
frontline soldiers!”
Hamid said excitedly, “Great, great! After fighting these two battles, our soldiers’
equipment has gone up another level! This Cataclysmic Front doesn’t seem to be a top
mercenary organization, they are a top transport brigade!”
The adjutant was busy saying, “It’s not over yet Commander! These five hundred people,
all equipped with head-mounted night vision devices, I just had someone check them
out, the vast majority are good and workable! With this single soldier night vision
equipment, our combat power at night will also skyrocket!”
“In addition to that, there are several thermal imagers, although three are broken, there
are still five that can be used, and the three that are broken may be able to refurbish
again if the parts are swapped!”
Hamid excitedly sipped his teeth and exclaimed, “Tsk! Tsk, tsk! These guys from the
Cataclysmic Front are really rich!”
He said, “Damn, what good can money do? I still beat the sh!t out of them, didn’t I?”
The adjutant hurriedly added, “We also seized a large number of new grenades from
them that we hadn’t seen before!”
“New type of grenades?” When Hamid heard this, he frowned and asked, “What kind of
man-on-man grenades, bring them to me.”

The adjutant hurriedly handed an American-style incendiary grenade to Hamid.
Hamid took a look at it, and his whole expression instantly became horrified.
This kind of incendiary grenade, he had seen it before, when a dozen of his comrades
were surrounded by enemy troops inside a narrow cave, and instead of rushing in, the
other side directly threw two of these grenades.
With just two of them, all the dozen pe0ple inside were burned to black charcoal.
That experience still haunts him to this day.
At that time, they called this weapon the devil’s fire.
Now when he saw this kind of weapon, he still had palpitations.
Immediately after that, he gritted his teeth and cursed, “These beasts of the Cataclysmic
Front are really ruthless, they were trying to use this kind of weapon to burn us alive in
the bunker fortifications!”
Saying that, he cursed angrily again, “These beasts really deserve to die! We have never
provoked them and never had any conflict with them, but they came to our country and
hunted us without mercy, damn, really k!ll them all!”
The adjutant also said with the same anger: “These mercenaries of the Cataclysmic Front
are a bunch of trash with no faith and no morals!”
“Whoever pays them is their master, and as long as they pay more money, they can k!ll
their own relatives with their own hands! Evil mercenary organizations like this should be
wiped out!”
Hamid said in a cold voice: “This time, I will release a signal to Cataclysmic Front, telling
them that I, Hamid, am not so easy to mess with!”
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Experiencing two big battles in one day, Hamid’s heart gradually changed from the
initial nervousness and apprehension to the current exuberance and excitement.
In addition to that, there was also a kind of openness and pain after being completely
open-minded.
In his heart, he understood that he had k!lled two or three thousand mercenaries of the
Cataclysmic Front twice, and had completely tied the knot with the Cataclysmic Front.
Since the matter has come to this, it is better to go all the way to black.
So, with a cold expression, he asked his lieutenant, “Has the battlefield been cleaned
up?”
“Almost.” The adjutant spoke, “The weapons and equipment that can be used have
basically been cleared.”
“Okay!” Hamid said with a grim expression, “Gather all these incendiary grenades and
put them in a separate shelter away from the personnel, these weapons must be carried
with you as a last resort, let alone brought into any other shelter, violators will be
confined for thirty days!”
The adjutant immediately said, “Okay commander, I’ll give the order.”
Hamid nodded, and then picked up the incendiary grenade and reached out and pulled
the ring off.
The adjutant was startled by his action.
He was about to say something when Hamid already threw the incendiary grenade onto
the pile of bodies.
With a boom, the dark grenade exploded into a cloud of intense flames, which attached
to the c0rpses and burned rapidly at a very high temperature.
What appalled all the soldiers was that the flames from this grenade explosion seemed
to have some kind of magic power, as long as a tiny bit attached to the body, it could
keep on burning until the c0rpse was burnt to black charcoal.

Many soldiers had never seen such a scene at all and asked, “What kind of evil weapon
is this ……?”
Hamid, with a black face, said in a cold voice: “This is an incendiary grenade, which is
filled with napalm, white phosphorus and all kinds of gelatinous substances, as long as it
sticks to the body, it will keep burning and will not die when it meets water ……”
Immediately afterward, he said with a grim expression, “Adjutant! Throw a few more
incendiary grenades over there, make the fire burn bigger, and then shoot the video and
send it to everyone tomorrow!”
“I want the Cataclysmic Front to see with their own eyes how their soldiers are burned to
ashes by their evil weapons! If they still dare to come and invade me, it will be the same
fate!”
“Yes!” The adjutant saluted excitedly, and then immediately instructed his men to throw
a few more incendiary grenades over.
Afterward, he took out a cell phone and filmed all this footage in.
After the video, the adjutant looked at Hamid and said, “Commander, this time your
wisdom and plan will definitely go down in history!”
“I believe that when the day dawns tomorrow, all the brother camps will extol you after
learning about your glorious battle results!”
Hamid couldn’t help but exclaim: “I’m fcuking brilliant, my a55! What level I am, I know
too well in my own heart, I’m still alive now, thanks to my brother Wade!”
“If it wasn’t for his advice, you guys would have been wiped out with me!”
“Or, we would have been burned to death in the fortifications we dug with our own
hands, using these incendiary grenades!”
Speaking of this, Hamid said, “You guys quickly clean up the battlefield and then go
back to your respective fortifications to continue to police the boundary, I have to call
Wade brother! Tell him the good news!”

The adjutant said, “Commander, it’s not appropriate to call at this hour, is it? Will it
affect Mr. Wade’s rest?”
Hamid scolded, “I told you to read more when you have nothing to do, but you just
don’t fcuking do it! China and we are not in the same time zone, we are now at 3:30
a.m., and it’s already 8:30 a.m. on his side!”
……
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Charlie just got up thinking that Hamid must have experienced another big, hard battle
last night.
However, he was not worried.
Because he knew that Hamid had already arranged more than a hundred burst points
throughout the base, which could already be called a devilish level of defense.
With this level of defense, it was impossible for the enemy to defeat him.
As expected, he just finished his breakfast, Hamid’s call came.
As soon as the call came through, Hamid said excitedly, “Brother Wade, you are really a
god! They really sent a large group of paratroopers at night, if you hadn’t reminded me
and given me the solution, I would have died long ago!”
Saying that, he gave Charlie a detailed report of the results of the battle just now.
Charlie couldn’t help but be surprised after hearing it.
He wasn’t surprised that Hamid would win, but he just didn’t expect that he would win
so comprehensively.
The total annihilation of a thousand elites of the Cataclysmic Front and not a single
casualty on his side was indeed very incredible.

Hamid said excitedly: “The main thing is that your idea was great! After the detonation
of the bursting point, the other side lost all combat power almost instantly.”
“Plus our soldiers kept a distance from them and used grenades and even mortars to
close the door, so we didn’t give them a chance to return fire at all!”
Charlie laughed: “I just came up with a plan, mainly because you guys were able to
implement it perfectly.”
Saying that, Charlie asked again, “These two battles yesterday should have replenished
you with a lot of weapons and equipment, right?”
Hamid said offhandedly, “Brother, I was about to report to you! These sons of b!tches
are so rich that their equipment is no match for the U.S. Marines or even the Navy
Seals!”
“I’ve got a full set of equipment for a couple of thousand special forces! I’m going to
hurry to buy a batch of NATO-style ammunition, in the future, my first-line troops, all
use the NATO-style weapons captured this time.”
“This batch of weapons is more advanced, power and shooting accuracy are far more
than the Russian-made weapons”
Charlie could not help but exclaim: “That’s great! With good equipment, you have to
solve the problem of the soldier training, you must select the most combat-capable, and
the most leading people from your direct troops, and train them as basic officers and
middle-ranking officers respectively!”
“The larger the team, the more you have to focus on management, it is best to simply
start a training course for officers and concentrate on training outstanding talents in
bulk.”
Hamid immediately said, “Don’t worry, I will definitely train up the full-fledged officers!”
Saying that, he added: “Right, brother, after these two battles, I now have more weapons
and equipment than I can use, just the collected long and short weapons up to six or
seven thousand!”

Charlie laughed: “That’s good! When the day dawns, your popularity in Syria will be
known to everyone, then I don’t know how many people will join you, with so many
weapons and equipment, it’s enough for you to form a larger team.”
The two battles, I have people filming video footage, tomorrow morning, it will be
widely publicized, anyway, I have become a mortal enemy with the Cataclysmic Front, do
not care to continue to stimulate them.”
“By then my reputation, I will be able to take in a lot of stragglers, and may even make
other armed formations to come over to join!”
“I also intend to, if I can attract two or three thousand people to come over to join,
immediately integrated a thousand to fifteen hundred people size of engineering
troops, seize the time to continue to expand the fortifications within the mountain, this
is my top priority ……”

